NEW ROBOGUIDE V9
Intelligent 3D simulation

Your companion to get things done
WWW.FANUC.EU

- Intelligent 3D software solution
- New friendly user interface
- Newly updated virtual controllers
New features for your intelligent 3D simulation software

Rely on FANUC Know-how and more than 16 years of ROBOGUIDE 3D simulation experience that is continuously improved and updated - contact your local FANUC office to experience working with ROBOGUIDE yourself!

Ease of Use
Visualised setup validation
Multi-Function Teach Tool Triad to jog robot

Machine Tool Wizard
New ease of use Wizard for machine tool cell setup with 7 steps to creating a functional cell

E-Stop Trace
Visualise the TCP Trace by estimating stop position when E-Stop occurs

SCARA series
Support for new SCARA robots SR-3iA and SR-6iA

Clip plane
Customisable clip plane providing various views of the workcell